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Fallen Crest is back with a vengeance!Samantha, Mason, and Logan are all together and united

with one common enemy: Park Sebastian, the king of fraternity douchebags.With professional

football scouts eyeing his every move, Mason Kade has to walk the line for the first time in his life.

Any move he makes against Sebastian has to be perfect and under the radar. One mistake, and his

career is over.Sebastian has other plans. Masonâ€™s career isnâ€™t his targetâ€”not even close.

Wanting to destroy Mason completely, Sebastian knows he must hit him where it hurts the most:

Samantha, who doesnâ€™t give a ratâ€™s ass that sheâ€™s the target.Sam is bound and

determined to protect Mason herself, no matter the cost, but what if the cost is beyond her

imagination? What if this time, the villain wins?
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There is going to be another book. That might be a spoiler, but for those who are like me, who don't

stalk authors on social media, or keep up with what's going on all that thoroughly, and may have

thought (like I did) that this was going to be the end, I thought I should start this review there. Truth

is, I am not done with this book yet, I am about 3/4 of the way done, but I cheated and read the last

few pages very early on (around page 50 or so), so I could see where things were going, and if they



were going to be wrapped up with this installment. I got annoyed right from the beginning with Sam

and Mason's musings about protecting each other. I just knew this was going to be another case of

them both either out right lying to each other or lying by omission to protect each other. Its just so

contrived and over the top. In Fallen Fourth Down they promised not to keep things from each other,

but that's exactly what they started doing within 2 pages of this book!! It's like Tijan cannot make

them a strong couple who is really a united front and keep them honest. I feel like the romantic bond

between the couple felt even less than it did in Fallen Fourth Down. The only thing I can really say

positive about this one, is that Sam grows at least half a back bone in this one and isn't the whining

weak girl she was in FFD-she was almost insufferable in FFD so really, anything would have been

an improvement over that one.I no longer understand the point of this series. I liked the first three

books. I read each one dreading the fact that it was ending, bbut quickly jumping into the next to see

what happened. I could suspend belief and I cared about the couple. I couldn't wait for the fourth

book.
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